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Ninja Universe, with a first-of-
its-kind Community Health
Record solution and 20+
applications, meets all your
participants’ data needs
from a single platform for
the most user-friendly
experience.

KPI Ninja has been on the
vanguard of supporting the
next evolution of HIEs to
comprehensively deliver
value back to participants
across sectors, creating
participant engagement,
revenue growth, and long-
term positioning for
sustainability.
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NCQA Data Aggregator Validation

HEDIS® is a set of measures designed to
gauge the quality of health care services -
arguably one of the more important activities
for health plans as measure rates dictate
financial rates. Traditional HIE data is
supplemental data, which requires health
plans to engage in a time  and resource
intensive process called  primary source
verification to assure the data is valid for
HEDIS reporting. HIEs that obtain DAV status
can offer DAV-validated data to health plans
to reduce or eliminate the need for primary
source verification – making DAV-validated
HIEs a go-to partner for HEDIS success.

NCQA has released a new program called the
Data Aggregator Validation (DAV). This
program validates that data aggregators (i.e.
HIEs) that collect electronic health data from
one or more sources follow standards and
protocols for the data to be used as standard
supplemental data for HEDIS® reporting.
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KPI Ninja is participating as a Data Partner to help HIEs achieve NCQA
DAV status easier and faster.

Agnostic data ingestion including HL7v2, v3/CCD, FHIR,

QRDAI/II I ,  82+ built- in connectors (40+ EMRs),  f lat f i les,

claims and more

Support the speed of your participants’  data needs

with real-time HL7v2 and CCD parsing

Data enhancements with a robust terminology server

and customized normalizations

Abil ity to generate the CCD output to NCQA’s

Implementation Guide specifications 

As needed, support the creation of a Clinical Data

Repository which acts as the foundational layer for the

DAV program requirements

Support your data quality improvements with data

profi l ing, l ineage, and governance

Leverage our relationships with NCQA, SHIEC and

numerous HIEs for peer-to-peer learning

This is just one offering within our comprehensive

suite of interoperabil ity and population health services

How KPI Ninja Helps You
We not only help you meet standards to achieve DAV
status easier and faster, but we also enhance your
ability to offer complex services that meet your
participants’ diverse data needs.
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